Windows Enterprise Announcement

August 17, 2016 – CyFiles Has Been Replaced By MyFiles

This summer, IT staff migrated existing user data from CyFiles to a user space on the replacement campus storage service called MyFiles (Isilon). A final synchronization from CyFiles to the user space on MyFiles was done August 11, 2016.

As part of this migration the preferred location for individual user data will also be changing. Going forward, the preferred location for all individual user data will now be CyBox. The user space on MyFiles will be targeted for student computer labs and only when CyBox is not a viable solution. Roaming profile and folder redirection use outside of computer labs should be minimized in favor of local storage; CyBox can help facilitate sharing of files on multi-user computers that are not in a computer lab.

To ensure the most up to date information, specific details regarding this migration will be shared through a folder on CyBox. Please visit this url, https://iastate.box.com/storage, to learn about important changes, FAQs, and other relevant information.